THE POLYTECHNIC OF SOKOTO STATE

VISION

Our vision is to nurture a polytechnic of high academic excellence in the areas of Science, Engineering, Technology and Humanities for the ultimate purpose of producing relevant skilled manpower need for the economic and technological development of the nation.

MISSION

Our mission is to serve the people of Sokoto State, Nigeria and humanity at large by promoting the advancement of knowledge, scholarship, discipline and community services through teaching, research, training, publication, linkages, provision of facilities, offer of rewards for excellence in character and contributions to socio-cultural and economic development of the society.

INTRODUCTION

The present Polytechnic of Sokoto State was established by the Sokoto State Government vide law No. 2 of 2002, amended 2014.

The objectives of the Polytechnic include:

1) To provide courses of study, training and research in Engineering, Science, Technology, Secretarial/Business Studies for the purpose of technological and economic advancement of the state, as well as provide entry requirement into universities and other institutions of higher learning.

2) To offer courses of study at Certificate, National Diploma, Higher National Diploma, Polytechnic Diplomas and other levels in Arts, Languages, Science, Technology and other branches of learning with the ultimate purpose of service to the community.

3) To provide through teaching, research and other means , the advancement of knowledge and its practical application to the needs of the community.
The Polytechnic operates in two campuses, all in the city of Sokoto, with six colleges and about forty (40) academic departments and/units with numerous programmes.

**METHOD OF APPLICATION**

All applicants must purchase the polytechnic Admission Scratch card and brochure from designated bank(s) branches and post office in Sokoto after which, the PIN on the scratch card would be used in completing the online application form in the portal.

The prospective candidates are to log-onto the Polytechnic of Sokoto State website, [www.sospoly.edu.ng](http://www.sospoly.edu.ng) for the online completion of the application form. The candidates are required to follow the instructions and procedures for filling the online form strictly to avoid wastages and extra spending.

When the admission batches are released, the successful candidates could check their names online or on the notice boards in the two campuses.

**MODE OF ADMISSION**

Candidates for admission are required to possess the minimum entry requirement as stipulated. The Polytechnic Prospective candidates are therefore advised to ensure that they meet both the general and departmental requirements before applying for admission.

**DURATION OF PROGRAMME**

Higher National Diploma (Morning/Evening) - 2 Years

National Diploma (Morning/Evening) - 2 Years

Diploma – 2 Years

Higher Diploma – 2 Years

Certificate Programmes - 1 Year

Students who successfully complete the National Diploma Programme will be required to have gained at least one year relevant post ND industrial training in a recognised industry /establishment before they can apply for admission into the Higher National Diploma programme.
THE COLLEGES OF THE POLYTECHNIC

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

COLLEGE OF BASIC AND PRELIMINARY STUDIES

PROGRAMMES AND ADMISSION REQUIREMENT

COLLEGE OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUSINESS STUDIES

A. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

i. Higher Diploma in Public Administration (HDPA) 4 Semester

ii. National Diploma in Public Administration (NDPA) 4 Semester

iii. Higher National Diploma in Public Administration (HNDPA) 4 Semester

(I) Higher Diploma in Public Administration (HDPA)

a) A minimum of lower credit at DPA, DPAA, DLGS and one year working experience.

b) Holder of DLGS, DPA, DPAA with pass and two year working experience.

c) First Degree/HND or any other qualifications acceptable to the institution.

(II) National Diploma in Public Administration (NDPA)

To qualify for admission into the National Diploma in Public Administration, candidate must meet any of the following requirements.

(a) The West African School Certificate (WASC) General certificate of Education, ordinary level (GCE O/L), Senior Secondary Certificate (SSCE) or any other equivalent qualification with credit pass in English Language, Mathematics and any other three subjects from the list below: Economics/Commerce,

(b) A Credit Level Pass at NBTE recognized Preliminary National Diploma Examination in English Language and mathematics and Four other relevant subject listed in (1) above.

(III) **Higher National Diploma in public Administration (HNDPA)**
A candidate for the Higher National Diploma in public Administration must be a holder of an accredited National Diploma in public Administration or any other equivalent qualification approved by NBTE such as National Diploma in office Technology and Management, National Diploma in Local Government Studies.

Such a candidate must have obtained a Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) of not less than 2.50 on a four-point scale. In addition, the candidate must have completed at least one year of Post-ND cognate Work experience. It is also essential that such a candidate must have also met the entry requirements for admission into the ND public Administration Programme.

**NOTE:** In exceptional cases, a Diploma with a CGPA of 2.00-2.49 in the ND examination, with two or more years of cognate work experience in the appropriate field may be considered into the HND Programme.

**A. DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

I) Clerical officers Acct. & Auditing (COAA) 2 Semesters
II) Certificate in Public Acct.& Auditing (CPAA) 2 Semesters
III) Certificate in Banking & Finance (CBF) 2 Semesters
IV) Diploma in Public Acct.& Auditing (DPAA) 4 Semesters
V) Diploma in Banking & Finance (DBF) 4 Semesters
VI) Higher Diploma in Public Acct.& Auditing (HDPAA) 4 Semesters
VII) National Diploma in Business Studies (NDBS) 4 Semesters
VIII) Higher National Diploma in Business Studies (HNDBS) 4 Semesters

**ENTRY REQUIREMENTS**
I. **CLERICAL OFFICERS ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING (COAA)**
   a) A minimum of 2 passes, including Mathematics at SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB Exams
   b) Teachers Grade II Certificate with at least 3 passes including Mathematics

II. **CERTIFICATE IN PUBLIC ACCT. & AUDITING (CPAA)**
   a) A holder of COAA with at least a lower Credit
   b) A holder of COAA with pass and one year working experience
   c) A minimum of 2 credits and two passes including Mathematics at SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB

III. **CERTIFICATE IN BANKING & FINANCE (CBF)**
    a) A holder of certificate in Community Banking (CCB)
    b) A holder of Clerical Officer in Accounting and Auditing (COAA)
    c) A minimum of 2 credits and two passes including Mathematics at SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB

IV. **DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC ACCT. & AUDITING (DPAA)**
    a) Holder of CPAA CSA, CLGS, CBA, with minimum of lower credit pass and year working experience
    b) Holder of CPAA CSA, CLGS, CBA, with pass and 2 years working experience
    c) First Degree/HND or any qualification acceptable to the institution.

V. **DIPLOMA IN BANKING & FINANCE (DBF)**
    a) A holder of certificate in Banking and Finance (CBF)
    b) A holder of certificate in Public Acct & Auditing (CPAA)
    c) A holder of certificate in Business Administration (CBA)
    d) Holder of Certificate in Local Government Studies (CLGS).
    e) The WASC, GCE, O/level, or Senior Secondary Certificate (SSCE) or their equivalent with four credits including English Language and Mathematics (Literature in English and oral English are not acceptable in place of English Language” and two other Subject From: Economics, Business Method, principles of Accounts, Literature English, Commerce, History, Statistics, Geography, Government, Agricultural Science/Biology and Islamic Studies.
VI. HIGHER DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC ACCT. & AUDITING (HDPAA)
   a) A minimum of Lower Credit in DPA, DBA, DPAA, and one year working experience
   b) Holder of DPA, DBA, DPAA, with pass and two year working experience
   c) First Degree/HND or any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

VII. NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS STUDIES (NDBS)
The general entry requirement for the ND Programme is:
The WASC, GCE O/level, or senior Secondary Certificate (SSCE) or their equivalent with five credits including English language and Mathematics (Literature in English and oral English are not acceptable in place of English Language and Three other Subject from Economics/Commerce, Business Studies/Business Methods, Principles of Accounts/Book Keeping, Literature in English, Geography, Office Practice, Biology/Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics, History/Government, Religious Knowledge

VIII. HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (HNDBAM)
The general entry requirement for HND Business Administration and Management is:
   1. All requirement for admission into ND Programme in Business Studies.
   2. A minimum of lower Credit pass (CGPA of 2.50) ND programme in Business Studies or related programme. Such as ND in Marketing, ND in Purchasing and Supply.
   3. A minimum of one year Post ND cognate Work experience.

   NOTE: In exceptional cases, ND with a Pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the cognate ND examination, with two or more years of work experience in the specific field may be considered into the HND Programme.

B. DEPARTMENT OF OFFICE TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
   i) Confidential Secretary IV (CONSEC IV)
ii) Confidential Secretary III (CONSEC III)

iii) Confidential Secretary II (CONSEC II)

iv) Typist Grade II

v) Typist Grade I

vi) National Diploma in Office Technology and Management (NDOTM)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

I. CONFIDENTIAL SECRETARY IV (CONSEC IV)
   a) Minimum of four (4) passes including English at SSCE,GCE/NECO/NABTEB
   b) A holder of COA/COAA
   c) Typist Grade II (35 wpm) Certificate

II. CONFIDENTIAL SECRETARY III (CONSEC III)

   Holder of Con. Sec IV or its equivalent (Civil Service 50 wpm and Shorthand)

III. CONFIDENTIAL SECRETARY II (CONSEC II)

   Holder of Con. Sec III or its equivalent

IV. TYPIST GRADE II (35 WPM)
   a) SSCE,GCE/NECO/NABTEB attempted
   b) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution

V. TYPIST GRADE I (50 wpm)

   Holder of Typist Grade II or its equivalent.

(vi) NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN OFFICE TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT (NDOTM)

   a. The WASC ,GCE O/Level or Senior Secondary Certificate SSCE or their Equivalent with Five Credits including English Language and Mathematics (Literature in English is not acceptable in place of English Language and three other Subject from the following Economics/Commerce, Business Method/Business Studies ,Principles of Accounts/Book Keeping Literature in English, Geography, office Practice Biology /Agricultural
Science, Chemistry, Physics, History/Government, Type writing, Short Hand.

C. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

i) Certificate in Community Development and Adult Education (CCDAE) 2 Semester

ii) Certificate in Social Development (CSD) 2 Semester

iii) Diploma in Social Development (DSD) 4 Semester

iv) Diploma in Community Development and Adult Education (DCDAE) 4 Semester

v) National Diploma in Social Development (NDSD) 4 Semester

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

I. CERTIFICATE IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND ADULT EDUCATION (CCDAE)

a) A minimum of two (2) Credits (2) Passes at SSCE, GCE/NECO/NABTEB exams.

b) Teachers Grade II Certificate with at least two (2) Credits two (2). Passes

II. CERTIFICATE IN SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (CSD):

a) A holder of COA/COAA or CLGS

b) A holder of SSCE, GCE/NECO/NABTEB Teachers’ Grade II Certificate with a minimum of two credits (2) including English language, two (2) passes.

III. DIPLOMA IN SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (DSD)

a) A holder of Certificate in Social Development or its equivalent with at least a Lower Credit pass with one Year working experience,

b) A holder of CPA, CPAA, CLGS, CCDAE, with a pass and at least one year working experience

c) The West African School certificate’(WASC), General Certificate of Education, Ordinary level (GCE O/L), Senior Secondary Certificate (SSCE) or any other equivalent qualification with credit pass in English language and any other three Subjects from the list below and with at least a pass in Mathematics, Accounts, Economics /Commerce,
Geography, Government/History, Agricultural Science, Biology/Health Science, CRK/IRK, Home Economics, Home Management, Business Studies, Statistics,

IV. DIPLOMA IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND ADULT EDUCATION(DCDAE)

a) A holder of Certificate in Community Development and Adult Education

b) A holder of CPA, CPAA, CLGS, CSD, With a pass and at least one year working experience

c) Any other Certificate acceptable to the institution.

(v) National Diploma in Social Development (NDSD).

The WASC, GCE O/Level or Senior Secondary Certificate SSCE or their equivalent with five Credits including English language and Mathematics (Literature in English Language is not acceptable in place of English Language and three other Subject from the following Economics/Commerce, Business Methods/ Business Studies, Principles of Accounts/ Book Keeping, Literature in English, Geography, Office Practice, Biology/ Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics, History/Government Religious Knowledge

E DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STUDIES

I. Certificate in Local Government Studies(CLGS) 2 Semester

II. Diploma in Local Government Studies(DLGS) 4 Semester

III. Higher Diploma in Local Government Studies(HDLGS) 4 Semester

IV. National Diploma in Local Government Studies(NDLGS) 4 Semester

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS.

i. CERTIFICATE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT STUDIES(CLGS)

a) A holder of SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB/ Teachers’ Grade II Certificate with at least of two (2) credits and two (2) passes including Mathematics

b) A holder of COAA/COA with at least lower Credit

c) A holder of COAA with pass and one year working experience
ii. **DIPLOMA IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT STUDIES (DLGS)**

a) A holder of CLGS, CPA, CBA, CPB CPAA with at least lower Credit

b) A holder CLGS or CSA with a pass plus one year working experience

c) A holder of Certificate in Social Development or Certificate in Store Admin.

d) A holder of Certificate in Community Development and Adult Education.

e) The West African School certificate’ (WASC), General Certificate of Education , Ordinary level (GCE O/L), Senior Secondary Certificate (SSCE) or any other equivalent qualification with credit pass in English language and any other three Subjects from the list below and with at least a pass in Mathematics, Accounts, Economics /Commerce, Geography, Government/History, Agricultural Science, Biology/Health Science, CRK/IRK, Home Economics, Home Management, Business Studies, Statistics,

iii. **HIGHER DIPLOMA IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT STUDIES (HDLGS)**

a) A holder of DPA, DPAA, DLGS, DBA, with a minimum of Lower Credit

b) A holder of DLGS, DPA, DBA or DPM with pass and at least one year working experience

c) Any other qualification acceptable to the Institution

iv. **National Diploma in Local Government Studies (NDLGS)**

The WASC, GCE O/Level or Senior Secondary Certificate SSCE or their equivalent with five Credits including English language and Mathematics (Literature in English Language is not acceptable in place of English Language and three other Subject from the following Economics/Commerce, Business Methods/ Business Studies, Principles of Accounts/ Book Keeping, Literature in English, Geography, Office Practice, Biology/ Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics, History/Government, Religious Knowledge

---

**E DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING**

i) **National Diploma in marketing (NDMKT)**
ii) Entry Requirements
   . National Diploma in Marketing (NDMKT)
   The WASC, GCE O/Level or Senior Secondary Certificate SSCE or their equivalent with five Credits including English language and Mathematics (Literature in English Language is not acceptable in place of English Language and three other Subject from the following Economics/Commerce, Business Methods/ Business Studies, Principles of Accounts/Book Keeping, Literature in English, Geography, Office Practice, Biology/ Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics, History/Government Religious Knowledge.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

i) Certificate in Arabic, Hausa And Islamic Studies (CAHIS) 2  Semester
ii) Certificate in Translation (CTR) English/Hausa 2 Semester
iii) Certificate in Mass Communication (CMC) 2  Semester
iv) Diploma in Arabic, Hausa And Islamic Studies (DAHIS) 4 Semester
v) Diploma in Translation (DTR) 4 Semester
vi) Diploma in Mass Communication (DMC) 4 Semester
vii) Diploma in Teaching Arabic Language (DTA) 4 Semester
viii) Diploma In Teaching Islamic Studies (DTI) English Medium 4 Semester
ix) Higher Diploma In Teaching, Arabic And Islamic Studies (HDTAI) 4 Semester
x) Higher Diploma in Mass Communication (HDMC) 4 Semester
xi) National Diploma in Mass Communication (NDMC) 4 Semester

ENTRY REQUIREMENT

I. DIPLOMA IN ARABIC, HAUSA AND ISLAMIC STUDIES (DAHIS)
   a) Senior Islamic Studies Certificate
   b) Higher Islamic Studies Certificate
   c) Grade II Teachers Certificate
   d) A minimum of four (4) Credits including either Arabic or Islamic Studies at SSCE/GCE/NECO. Candidates with (a) to (d) above must also pass an entrance examination.
   e) Certificate in Arabic, Hausa And Islamic Studies with Lower Credit
f) Certificate in Arabic, Hausa And Islamic Studies with pass and one year working experience  
g) Any other relevant qualification acceptable to the institution  
Candidates with certificate from other institution must take and pass the entrance examination

II. CERTIFICATE IN ARABIC, HAUSA AND ISLAMIC STUDIES (CTR)
a) A minimum of two (2) Credits two (2) passes (including Arabic or Islamic Studies) at SIS/HIS/SSCE/GCE/NECO/WAEC  
b) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution

III. DIPLOMA IN MASS COMMUNICATION (DMC)
a) Certificate in Mass Communication (CMC) with a minimum of Lower Credit  
b) Holder of CMC with pass and one year working experience  
c) A minimum of four (4) Credits (including English Language) SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB Exams  
d) Holder of Grade II Certificate  
e) Any other relevant qualification acceptable to the institution

IV. CERTIFICATE IN MASS COMMUNICATION (CMC)
a) A minimum of two (2) Credits two (2) passes (including English Language) at SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB  
b) Any other relevant qualification acceptable to the institution

V. DIPLOMA IN TRANSLATION (DTR)
a) Holder of Certificate in Translation with a minimum of Lower Credit  
b) Holder of Certificate in Translation with pass and one year post qualification working experience  
c) Certificate in Mass Communication with a minimum of Lower Credit  
d) Holder of CMC with pass and one year post qualification working experience  
e) Holder of Grade II Certificate  
f) A minimum of four (4) Credits including either English or Hausa at SSCE/GCE/NECO/WAEC/SIS/HIS/NABTEB Exam  
g) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

Vi. CERTIFICATE IN TRANSLATION
a) A minimum of two (2) Credits, two (2) passes including either English or Hausa at SSCE/GCE/NECO/WAEC/SIS/HIS/NABTEB Exams
b) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

VII. DIPLOMA IN TEACHING ARABIC LANGUAGE (DTA)

a) Four (4) Credits level passes must include Arabic at SSCE,NECO,WAEC,NABTEB and Grade II teacher examinations at not more than two settings.
b) A minimum of pass in SIS and HIS examinations
c) Holder of Certificate in Arabic, Hausa and Islamic Studies with Lower Credit
d) Holder of Certificate in Arabic, Hausa And Islamic Studies with pass and one year working experience
e) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

VIII. DIPLOMA IN TEACHING ISLAMIC STUDIES (DTI) ENGLISH MEDIUM

a) Four (4) Credits level passes must include Islamic Studies in SSCE/GCE/NECO/WAEC/ NABTEB /SIS/HIS/ and Grade II teachers’ Examination at not more than two sittings
b) Holder of Certificate in Arabic, Hausa and Islamic Studies with Lower Credit
c) Holder of Certificate in Arabic, Hausa And Islamic Studies with pass and one year working experience
d) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

IX. HIGHER DIPLOMA IN TEACHING, ARABIC AND ISLAMIC STUDIES(HDTAI)

a) A minimum of Lower Credit in DAHIS, DTA,DTI, and one year working experience
b) Holder of DAHIS ,DTA, DTI with pass and two (2) years working experience
c) First Degree/HND or any other qualification acceptable to the institution

(x) Higher Diploma in Mass Communication (HDMC)
(a) Diploma in mass communication (DMC)

(B) First Degree/HND or any other qualifications acceptable to the institution

X. NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN MASS COMMUNICATION (NDMC)

XI. (a) The WASC, GCE O/level or Senior Secondary Certificate SSCE or their Equivalent with five credits including English language and Mathematics and any three other Subjects from History, Literature in English, Economics/Commerce, Fine Arts, Government, Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Basic Electricity, Geography, Typewriting, Principles of Accounting.

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

(A) DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

a. National Diploma In Computer Science (NDCS)
b. Higher National Diploma In Computer Science (HNDCS)

Entry requirement

i) National Diploma In Computer Science (NDCS)

(a) English Language, Mathematics a basic Science and two other Subjects chosen from the following; Economics, Geography, Government/History, Further Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Agricultural science Type writing, ICT a pass in physics is compulsory

(b) A holder of Pre-NDCS from NBTE Recognized Institutions with not more than 2 years from the date of graduation

ii) Higher National Diploma In Computer Science (HNDCS)

In addition to the National Diploma (ND) requirement, the Candidate for Higher National Diploma in Computer Science must possess:
i) The National Diploma in Computer Science obtained from an accredited programmewith at least lower Credit pass or.

ii) The Nigerian Certificate of Education (NCE) with major in computer Education at not less than the merit level pass .In addition to (i) and (ii) above the Candidate must have acquired not less than one year post-ND/NCE cognate industrial working experience andIn exceptional cases, ND Diplomas with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

B. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL SCIENCE

a. PRE-NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. (PRE-ND) IN

a. Pre- ND Computer Science (Pre-NDCS)
b. Pre- ND Electrical Electronics Engineering(Pre-NDEE)
c. Pre- ND Mechanical Engineering(Pre-NDME)
d. Pre- ND Civil Engineering(Pre-NDCE)
e. Pre- ND Building Tech(Pre-NDBT)
f. Pre- ND Statistics (Pre-NDSTA)
g. Pre-ND Science Laboratory Technology (Pre-NDSLTL)
h. Pre-ND Agricultural Technology (pre-NDAT)
i. Pre-ND Animals Health and Production Technology (pre-NDAHPT)

PRE-ND SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Entry Requirements

Four passes, at GCE (O/L), or SSCE or any other equivalent qualification at not more than twositting. The four Subjects must include English Language and Mathematics

In addition candidates for:

(i) Pre-ND Computer Science (Pre-NDCS)

Must obtain passes in Subjects relevant to the ND-Computer Science
(ii) **Pre-ND Statistic (Pre-NDSTA)**  
Must obtain passes in Subjects relevant to the ND-Statistics

(iii) **Pre-ND Electrical Electronics (Pre-NDEE)**  
Must obtain passes in Subjects relevant to the ND-Electrical Electronics

(iv) **Pre-ND Mechanical (Pre-NDME)**  
Must obtain passes in Subjects relevant to the ND-Mechanical

(v) **Pre-ND Civil Engineering (Pre-NDCE)**  
Must obtain passes in Subjects relevant to the ND-Civil Engineering

(vi) **Pre-ND Building Technology (Pre-NDBT)**  
Must obtain passes in Subjects relevant to the ND-Building Technology

(vii) **Pre-ND Science Laboratory (Pre-NDSLT)**  
Must obtain passes in Subjects relevant to the ND-Science Laboratory Technology.

Viii **Pre-ND Agricultural Technology (Pre-NDSLT)** must obtain passes in subject relevant to the ND Agricultural Technology.

Ix **Pre-ND Animals Health and Production Technology (pre-NDAHPT)**  
Must obtained passes in subject relevant to ND Animals Health and Production Technology.

**National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology (NDSLT)**

**Entry requirement**

i) National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology(NDSLT)  
(a) English Language, Mathematics and two Subjects from Physics, Biology/Agricultural Science/ Health Science ,Chemistry. And one other Subject from Technical Drawing, Metal. Or Wood Work, Basic Electricity ,Geography, Further Mathematics and Fine Art .at least a pass in each of the three basic Sciences ,Biology ,Chemistry and Physics is Compulsory.

) (b) A holder of Pre-NDSLT from NBTE Recognized Institutions with not more than 2 years from the date of graduation

ii) Higher National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology(HNDSLT)
HIGHET NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN SCIENCE LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY (HNDSLTH)

VII. HNDSL (ENVIROMENTAL BIOLOGY OPTION)
In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the Candidate for Higher National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology Environmental Biology, must possess at least lower Credit pass in National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology and minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial Experience.
In exceptional cases, ND Diplomas with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

VIII. HNDSL (MICRO- BIOLOGY OPTION)
In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the Candidate for Higher National in Science Laboratory Technology-Micro Biology must possess at least lower Credit pass in National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology and a minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial Experience.
In exceptional cases, ND Diplomas with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

IX. HNDSL (CHEMISTRY OPTION)
In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the Candidate for Higher National in Science Laboratory Technology-Chemistry Option must possess at least lower Credit pass in National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology and a minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial Experience. In exceptional cases, ND Diplomas with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate
industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

X. HNDSL (CHEMISTRY/BIOCHEMISTRY OPTION)
In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the Candidate for Higher National in Science Laboratory Technology-Chemistry/Biochemistry Option must possess at least lower Credit pass in National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology and a minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial Experience. In exceptional cases, ND Diplomas with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

XI. HNDSL (PHYSICS WITH ELECTRONICS OPTION)
In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the Candidate for Higher National in Science Laboratory Technology-Physics with Electronics, must possess at least lower Credit pass in National Diploma in Science Laboratory Technology and a minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial Experience. In exceptional cases, ND Diplomas with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS

a. Certificate in Mathematics and Computer Science (CMCS)
b. Diploma in mathematics and Computer Science (DMCS)
c. National Diploma in Statistics(NDSTA)
d. Higher National Diploma in Statistics(HNDSTA)

I. DIPLOMA IN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER STUDIES(DMCS)
The entry requirement into Diploma in Maths and Computer Science Programme are as follows:
a) Four Credit level passes in GCE O/level or Senior Secondary Certificate
Examination (SSCE) or any other equivalent qualification at not more than two sitting. The four Subjects must include Mathematics, Physics and any two other Subjects chosen from the following:
At least one of the two Subjects should be a basic Science Subject.

b) Candidate who have successfully completed the Certificate in Computer Science Programme may be admitted into the DMCS. Such candidate must have passes the CMCS with at least a lower credit.
c) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

II. CERTIFICATE IN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER STUDIES (CMCS)
The entry requirement into Certificate in Mathematics and Computer Science Programme are as follows: Two Credit level passes in GCE O/level or Senior Secondary Certificate Examination (SSCE) or any other equivalent qualification at not more than two sittings, one of the Credits must be in Mathematics and any one credit and two passes from the following:
Physics/Basic Electricity, Chemistry, Biology/Agricultural Science/Home Economics, Economics/Commerce, Electronics, Technical Drawing, Geography /Sport Science, English Language.

III. NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN STATISTICS

Entry Requirements

IV. ii) English Language, Mathematics, a Basic Science and two other Subjects chosen from the following Economics Geography, Government/History, Further Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Agricultural Science, Typewriting, CT
V. (b) A holder of Pre-NDSTA from NBTE Recognized Institutions with not more than 2 years from the date of graduation

VI. HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN STATISTICS (HNDSTA)

In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the Candidate for Higher National in Statistics must posses at least lower Credit pass in National Diploma in Statistics and minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial experience. In exceptional cases, ND Diplomas with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

(D) DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY

i) Diploma in Agricultural Engineering Technology (DAET)

ii) Diploma in Animals Health and Production (DAHP)

iii) Diploma in Home and Rural Economics (DHRE)

iv.) National Diploma in Agricultural Technology (NDAT)

v.) National Diploma in Animals Health and Production Technology (NDAHPT)

i). DIPLOMA IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (DAET)

a.) The candidate must have four (4) credits level passes in GCE, SSCE, etc. which should come from the following: Mathematics or Physics and any three from Biology, Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Geography, Technical Drawing/Engineering Drawing, Auto Mechanic and Metal Work. At least passes in physics or mathematics is Compulsory

b.) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

ii). DIPLOMA IN ANIMALS HEALTH AND PRODUCTION (DAHP)

a) Four Credits level passes in Senior Secondary certificate or General Certificate of Education (GCE) O/Level or any other
equivalent qualification at not more than two sittings. The Subject must include Biology, Agricultural Science, Geography, Mathematics, Economics, Chemistry, Statistics, English Language, Physics and Chemistry. A Credit in Biology or Agricultural Science is Compulsory.

At least a pass in English Language and Mathematics are added advantages.

b) Candidates who have successfully completed Certificate in Agricultural Technology Course may admitted into the programme. Such Students must have passed the CAT with at least Lower Credit.

c) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

iii) DIPLOMA IN HOME AND RURAL ECONOMICS (DHRE)

a) The four (4) Credit level passes must include Home Economics or Food and Nutrition or Home Management or Agricultural Sciences/Biology, and any three Subject s from Mathematics, Geography, Economics/Commerce, History/Government, Religious Knowledge and any Nigerian Language. A pass in English Language are added advantages.

b) Any other qualification acceptable to the institution.

iv.) National Diploma in Agricultural Technology (NDAT)

Biology/Agricultural Science, English language, Mathematics and any two of the following; Geography, Food and Nutrition, Economics/Commerce Technical Drawing, Physics, Chemistry, Nigerian Languages, Home Economics French Language. At least a pass in Chemistry is Compulsory.

VII. (b) A holder of Pre-NDAT from NBTE Recognized Institutions with not more than 2 years from the date of graduation.

(v) National Diploma in Animals Health and Production Technology (NDAHPT)

Biology/Agricultural Science, English language, Mathematics and any two of the following; Geography, Food and Nutrition,
Economics/Commerce Technical Drawing, Physics, Chemistry, Nigerian Languages, Home Economics French Language. At least a pass in Chemistry is Compulsory.

(b) A holder of Pre-NDAHPT from NBTE Recognized Institutions with not more than 2 years from the date of graduation.

COLLEGE OF BASIC AND PRELIMINARY STUDIES

(i) ‘O’ Level Remedial Studies 2 Semester
(ii) I.J.M.B 2 Semester

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

I. ‘O’ LEVEL REMEDIAL STUDIES:
SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB attempted

II. I.J.M.B
Candidate should have a minimum of four (4) Credits at SSCE/GCE/NECO/NABTEB exams in relevant Subjects Combination.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

1.) National Diploma in Mechanical Engineering (NDME) 4 Semester
2.) National Diploma in Electrical and Electronics Engineering(NDEE) 4 Semester
3.) National Diploma in Civil Engineering(NDCE) 4 Semester
4.) HND Elect Engr.power option and HND Elect. Engr. Electronic/Telecom Option 4 Semester
5.) HND- Civil Engineering 4 Semester
6.) HND- Mechanical Engineering Production option 4 Semester
7.) Certificate in Mechanical Engineering (CME) 4 Semester
8.) Certificate in Metallurgy(CM) 2 Semester
9.) Certificate in Electrical and Electronics Engineering(CEE) 2 Semester
10.) Certificate in Civil Engineering(CCE) 2 Semester
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

A. NATIONAL DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES

1. NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (NDME)
   a) Five (5) Credits level passes at SSCE or its equivalent { N.T.C, W.A.E.C, G.C.E} is not more than two sittings which must include Mathematics, English Language ,Physic, Chemistry and one other Subject from the following ;Biology /Agricultural Science ,Mathematics ,Economics/Commerce Statistics, Technical Drawing, Auto Mechanics/Metal Work ,ICT,Geography.
   b) National Technical Certificate (NTC) with Credit passes in Mathematics, Integrated Physical Science, English Language and Mechanical Trade Areas.
   c) Pass at N.B.T.E recognized pre-ND t in English Language and four credit in relevant Subjects listed above.

2. NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING (NDEE)
   a) Five (5) Credits level passes at SSCE or its equivalent at not more than two sittings.
   The Five Subjects must include Mathematics, Physics, English Language , Chemistry and one of the following Subject; Biology /Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Technical Drawing, Basics Electronics, Basics Electricity, Further Mathematics Television, Electronic Device and Circuits, Auto Electricity, Cable Jointing and Battery ICT ,Economics/Commerce ,Geography
   b) National Technical Certificate (NTC) in Electricity Trade with Credit passes in Mathematics, Physics and one other Subject. Also a pass in English is Language is mandatory.
   c) Pass at N.B.T.E recognized pre-ND t in English Language and four credit in relevant Subjects listed above.

3. NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN CIVIL ENGINEERING (NDCE)
   SSCE or its equivalent (Teachers Grade II, NTC, WASEC, GCE) with passes at credit level in English language, Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
and one Subject from Biology/Agricultural Science, Technical Drawing Wood Work, Further Mathematics , Geography, Economics/Commerce.

a) Five passes (5) at Credit in relevant Subjects as stated in (a) above obtained at the final examination of an NBTE recognized preliminary ND programme offered in Polytechnic or similar post-Secondary technical institution provided that Student admitted into the pre-ND have a pass in English Language.

B. HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES

1. HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN CIVIL ENGINEERING(HDCE)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:- In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the candidate for Higher National Diploma in Civil Engineering must posses at least lower credit pass in National Diploma in Civil Engineering and a minimum of twelve (12) Months of Supervised Industrial experience.

In exceptional cases, ND with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate Industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

2. HND-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
   (ELECTRONICS/TELECOMMUNICATION OPTION)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:- In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the candidate for Higher National Diploma in Electrical/Electronic Engineering power option and Electronics/Telecommunication Option, must posses at least lower credit pass in National Diploma in Electrical and Electronics Engineering and a minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial experience.

In exceptional cases, ND with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate Industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission in to the HND programme.

3. HND-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (PRODUCTION OPTION)
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:—In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the candidate for Higher National Diploma in Mechanical Engineering must possess at least lower credit pass in National Diploma in Mechanical Engineering and a minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial experience.
In exceptional cases, ND with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate Industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission into the HND programme.

C. CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME

a) Candidate must have two Credits (Pass in Mathematics is mandatory) and 2 ordinary passes in WAEC/SSCE/GCE/NABTEB or any other equivalent qualification at not more than two sittings in the following: Biology, Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Economics/commerce, English and Trade Subjects. Trade Test Certificate I, II, and III with an SSCE/GCE/NABTEB attempted.

COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (CES)

A. National Diploma in Building Technology (NDBT) 4 Semester
B. Higher National Diploma in Building Technology (NDBT) 4 Semester
C. Diploma in Town and Regional Planning (DTRP) 4 Semester
D. Diploma in Quantity Survey (DQS) 4 Semester
E. Diploma in Architectural Technology (DARC) 4 Semester
F. Certificate in Carpentry and Joinery (CO) 2 Semester
G. Certificate in Environmental Science (CES) 2 Semester
H. Certificate in Building Technology (CBT) 2 Semester

A. NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN BUILDING TECHNOLOGY (NDBT)

a) Five (5) Credits level passes at SSCE or its equivalent (N.T.C, W.A.E.C, G.C.E, O/level) to include physics, Mathematics English
Language and any other two Subjects from the following; Chemistry, Biology, Geography, Technical Drawing/Fine Arts, further Mathematics and Commerce/Economics obtained at not more than two sittings Bricklaying, Block Lying, Concreting, Wood Work, Introduction to Building, Carpentry and Joining and ICT, Religious Knowledge.

b) Four Credits Level passes in relevant Subjects as stated in (a) above obtained in an NBTE recognized Pre-ND programme.

B. HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES

1. HND-BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:- In addition to the National Diploma requirement, the candidate for Higher National Diploma in Building Technology must possess at least lower credit pass in National Diploma in Building Technology only and a minimum of twelve (12) months of Supervised Industrial experience.

In exceptional cases, ND with a pass (CGPA of 2.00-2.49) in the ND examination that had two or more years of Cognate Industrial experience in the specific field may be considered for admission into the HND programme.

C. DIPLOMA IN TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING (DTRP)

The Candidate must have a credit in Mathematics or Geography and 2 Credits from the following Subjects: English Language, Economics, Statistics, Art/Technical Drawing, Biology, Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics.

D. Diploma in Quantity Survey (DQS)

Entry requirements

Four (4) Credit level passes at SSCE or its equivalent (NTC, WASC, GCE O/level) to include credit in Mathematics or Physics and at least pass in English language and three Subjects from the following; Chemistry, Biology, Economics/Commerce, Technical Drawing/Fine Art, Geography, Further Mathematics, Wood Work Religious knowledge and English Language.
E Diploma in Architectural Technology (DARC)
Four (4) Credit Level passes at SSCE or its Equivalent (NTC, WASC, GCE O/level) to include Credit in Mathematics or Physics and at least pass in English Language and Three (3) subject from the Following; Biology, Fine Art, English Language, Chemistry, History, Geography, Further mathematics, Economics/Commerce, Religious Knowledge, Technical Drawing, Business Method

C. CERTIFICATE IN BUILDING TECHNOLOGY (CBT)

a) Candidate must have two Credits (Pass in Mathematics, is mandatory) and 2 ordinary passes in WAEC/SSCE/GCE/NABTEB or any other equivalent qualification at not more than two sittings in the following: Biology, Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Economics/commerce, English and Trade Subjects. Trade Test Certificate I, II, and III with an SSCE/GCE/NABTEB attempted.

D Certificate in Environmental Science (CES)

b) Candidate must have two Credits (Pass in Mathematics, is mandatory) and 2 ordinary passes in WAEC/SSCE/GCE/NABTEB or any other equivalent qualification at not more than two sittings in the following: Biology, Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Economics/commerce, English and Trade Subjects. Trade Test Certificate I, II, and III with an SSCE/GCE/NABTEB attempted.